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Sliding engravingMethod 3:

Power up the main unit andthe electric brackets. Connect Bluetooth

Weight

Laser source 5000mW NICHIA

Casing  
Data transmission
Input format 
Device connectionmethod
Operating system
Input power 
Operating temperature range
Operating humidity range

Bluetooth, USB
Support iOS 9.0+, Android 6.0+, Mac 10+,Windows 10+

AC(100-240V, 50-60Hz), DC(12V5A)
0 -65
5%~80%  Non-condensing
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1.Product accessories listTable of Contents

Optimal distance 110mm

Electric lifting bracket

Main unit

Laser protectionshield

Power supply

Portable powersupply

USB C cable ×2 Laser protectiongoggles

Third axis

2.Button/Indicator description

1. Preview button
2. Pause (tap)/End (hold) button
3. Main unit indicator light
4. Main unit indicator light
5. Hold to continuously rise/Tap to rise 0.3mm
6. Electric bracket power indicator
7. Hold to continuously descend/Tap to descend 0.3 mm

1. Power outlet for electr ic brackets
2. Power outlet for laser protection shield ventilation fan
3. Main unit DC power interface ( 5.5mm/2.1mm jack)
4. Power input interface of electric 

brackets
5. Ventilation fan

1. The third axis power interface
2. The third axis connection indicator
3. The third axis power input interface
4. The third axis auxi liary sliding 

module

Main unit/electric liftingbracket indicatorStandard

Optional

Power interface

The third axis indicator and power interface

Album Camera Creation Library

Ruler Wrench & Screws

 Place the object to be engraved and adjust the height.

Follow APP instructions to engrave.

Target surface

Laser emission plate
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1 Secure the main unit on the electric lifting bracket and connect the power.

1

1

2 Place the target object and adjust the height of the lifting brackets.

Target surface

Target surface Target surface

L-shaped ranging rod
Optimal distance 110mm

Target surface of cylindrical 
or flat object

3 Mount the laser protection shield at the bottom 
of the main unit and connect to power outlet.

2 3

Dust filter on the back of host can be removed for cleaning

1.1 2
4 Setup is completed. Follow APP instructions to 

engrave.
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Main unit: 162.5*60*122mm
Bracket: 194*153.5*236mmRange of lifting height 0~120mm

G-code, common image formats including , 
JPG, PNG and more

Laser wavelength

1748g

Anodized aluminum alloy  
Bluetooth 5.0

450nm

Safety certifications

DC power 
interface (ci rcular)

Assembled state Disassembled state

Power interface of third axis
Power input i
nterface of third axis

Power interfaceof electric bracket
Power input
interface ofelectric bracket

Power interface of 
laser shield

The distance between the laser emission plate and the target surface should be 110mm. For your convenience, rotate the L-shaped ranging rod to down position, adjust the height of the lifting bracket so that the bottom of the ranging rod should be just touching the target surface (or on the same level if the shape of the target object limits their contact). 

Mount the laser protection shield at the bottom of the main unit and connect the power.

Face the third-axis rollers down on the 
target surface , use the third axis bracket to mount the main unit onto the third axis, and finally connect the power.

Alternatively, place the third-axis on the 
base of the electric lifting brackets, with rollers facing up, place a cylindrical or flat object on the rollers, and finally connect 
the power.

Hold the handle of the main unit and push against the target surface. Setup completed. Follow APP instructions to engrave.

Setup completed. Follow APP instructions 
to engrave.

Installation method three: sliding engraving, the third axis, electric lifting bracket, laser protective cover,Description of the power supply connections between the three accesso-ries and the main unit 

Method 1: Search for [LaserPecker] in APP markets
such as Huawei App Gallery, Google Play Store, and 
Apple App Store to download.
Method 2: Scan the QR code on the right accordingly 
to download the APP.
Method 3: Download the APP from our official website 
www.laserpecker.net.

Lay down the L-shaped ranging 
rod, and adjust the height of the 
bracket so that the bottom of the 
ranging rod just touches the 
engraving surface. After adjusting, 
the ranging rod should be 
retracted.

Select desired content to be engraved on the APP’s homepage and start
engraving

IEC 60825-1(Laser Level-1 Safety Specification)CE ROHS FCC FDA CDRH  registration, IEC 
60825-1(Laser Level-4 KC NCC TELEC

We offer global technical support.  If you encounter any problems, please email 
support@laserpecker.com. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
Manufacturer: Shenzhen Hingin Technology Co., Ltd.
Phone: +86 0755-28913864

During an ongoing engraving job, do not move device to prevent triggering an 
emergency stop for safety concerns.

The copyright of this manual is the ownership rights of the software and hardware 
involved in the product, which belong to Shenzhen Hingin Technology Co., Ltd. 
(hereinafter referred to as [Hingin Technology]). LaserPecker is a registered 
trademark of Hingin Technology.

© 2020-2030 Shenzhen Hingin Technology Co., Ltd. All rights reserved

The information in this manual is subject to change without notice; and the 
information in this manual does not constitute a commitment of the company. 
Please refer to our webpage (https://www.laserpecker.net) for the most 
up-to-date updates.
Except for the person who purchased this product, if without the written permission 
of the company, the contents of this manual shall not be rewritten and forwarded 
in any form or for any purpose.

To the extent permitted by law, the warranty terms are exclusive and replace all 
other express or implied or statutory warranty conditions, including in a special 
purpose, statutory or any other circumstances, including but not limited to the 
suitability of the product for a particular purpose Any responsibilities derived from it. 
In addition, Hingin Technology will not be responsible for any accidental, special, 
indirect or derivative damage (which may originate from use, misuse, non-use, or 
product defects).

When consumers apply for warranty service, they are obliged to back up all 
important information and data in advance. During the maintenance process, 
such as replacing parts or updating the product software, the data will disappear. 
Hingin Technology does not provide data backup or the integrity of related data 
and settings.

The product enjoys free shipping and free repair warranty service within 15 days of 
the shipment date, and the express delivery fee is required to pay 15 days after the 
shipment to the warranty period.
Any product after replacement or repair will have the remaining warranty period 
of the original product or a 30-day warranty after the replacement. Hingin Technol -
ogy will give the longer warranty of the two.

Any product after replacement or repair will have the remaining warranty period 
of the original product or a 30-day warranty after the replacement. Hingin Technol -
ogy will give the longer warranty of the two.

Before operating LaserPecker2, please read the contents of this manual carefully 
and strictly abide by the operating procedures.

There may be risks in the laser engraving process. The user should carefully consider 
whether the target material is suitable for laser engraving.
LaserPecker 2's designed power input is DC 12V5A. It should only be powered by a 
power supply of correct specifications. It is strictly forbidden to over- or under-load 
the engraver with an unsuitable power supply . You must ensure the AC power 
socket is properly earthed to prevent risk of electric shock.
This product is equipped with very sophisticated components and dangerous laser 
source . It is strictly forbidden to place the equipment near electrical appliances 
with strong electromagnetic interference. The user must avoid direct exposure to 
either high or low power laser beam emitted from this device.
It is strictly forbidden to place any irrelevant total reflection or diffuse reflection 
objects in the device to prevent the laser from being reflected to undesired places.
Before using this product to engrave anything, please make sure that the emissions 
produced by laser irradiation of the engraved objects comply with local laws and 
regulations.

This device uses Type-4 lasers (strong laser radiation). The laser radiation may cause 
the following accidents: 1) Ignite the surrounding flammable materials; 2) Different 
materials may produce byproducts such as various radiation, harmful and toxic 
gases when heated by laser.3) Direct exposure of to laser radiation can cause 
injury to human and animals. Therefore, the operator must keep a distance from 
the laser source and wear protective equipment (such as laser protection goggles, 
protective covers, protective clothing, or firefighting equipment, etc.). It is strictly 
forbidden to place flammable and explosive materials near an operating laser 
engraver. The operator must maintain good ventilation of the working 
environment.

Thank you for purchasing LaserPecker 2. The contents mentioned in this article is 
related to your safety, legal rights and responsibilities. Before using this product, 
please read this article carefully to ensure that you have the correct setup for the 
product. Failure to follow the instructions and warnings in this document may cause 
injury to you and surrounding personnel, or cause damage to LaserPecker2 or other 
surrounding items. Once you use this product, you are deemed to have carefully 
read the disclaimer and warning information, understood, recognized, and 
accepted all terms and contents of this statement. You promise to take full 
responsibility for the use of this product and the possible consequences. You 
promise to use this product only for its designed purposes, and agree to these 
terms, any relevant regulations, policies and guidelines formulated by Hingin. 
LaserPecker 2 is not responsible for any damage, injury or any legal liability caused 
by the direct or indirect use of this product. Users should follow all safety guidelines 
including but not limited to the safety guidelines mentioned in this article.

Before setting up LaserPecker2, please first check that the equipment is in good 
condition and the mirror of the laser is clean.

If you need to move the device or the target object, please do so before or after  
an engraving job. You must not move neither the engraver nor the object when 
the device is engraving.
Laser is dangerous, please do not let minors, children or anyone without 
sufficient self-protection awareness approach the device during an ongoing 
engraving job.
Before engraving anything, please check that the target objects will not release 
toxic and harmful gas during the process, to avoid poisoning accidents or 
damages to the device itself.
If you find excessive odor and/or smoke during engraving, please use a fan to 
blow it away or stop engraving and move your setup to a well ventilated place.
Before engraving, check whether the target surface has total reflection or 
diffuse reflection characteristics. Pay additional attention to safety protection 
for such objects. It is recommended to use a black whiteboard marker to darken 
the target surface before engraving.
Do not expose skin or eyes of humans or animals directly to laser to avoid 
permanent damage.
Due to the limited power of LaserPecker2, it is not yet possible to directly 
engrave very hard materials such as metal and glass. However, some materials 
can be engraved after coating with a common black whiteboard marker or 
thermal transfer paper.

Please read [Safety guidelines] carefully, and familiarize yourself with the correct 
operation procedures.
This product does not contain any user-replaceable components.  Never 
attempt to disassemble LaserPecker or troubleshoot the problem by yourself.
An operating LaserPecker emits strong laser beam which will burn skins, especial-
ly eyes of human and animals, causing serious damage. In addition, it will also 
damage screens of mobile phones,tablets, and any other electronic devices. 
Correct use and maintenance of this product is extremely important to ensure 
safe operations. Please strictly follow the instructions in this manual.

When using LaserPecker, you must wear laser protection goggles at all times.

Installation regulation: Before operating LaserPecker2, please refer to the 
instruction manual to securely mount the main unit with supplied accessories (shield, electric lifting bracket or third axis) or other stable support such as tripods 
for DSLR cameras (not mini tripods) to avoid damage due to unstable placement.
Please make sure a correct power supply (DC 12V5A) is used to power the main 
unit.
Before engraving, please make sure to take sufficient protective measures. For 
example, install a protective shield, wear laser protection goggles to prevent the laser from accidentally injuring your eyes or skin.Remove irrelevant nearby 
objects items to prevent unnecessary damage due to laser reflections, especial-ly flammable and explosive materials to prevent fire.

Launch LaserPecker APP, search for your 
device:
Flashing blue l ight on the main unitindicate the dev ice is standing by for
Bluetooth connection;
Sol id blue light on the main unit indicate 
device is connected.

Note: After installi ng the APP, please read the warnings and instructions in the APP carefully to ensure that the product is used correctly.

Scan QR code to 
download the APP

Electr ic bracket 
pow er  in terf ace
DC  main  u nit  
pow er  in terf ace

Hold to continuously  descend/Tap to descend 0.3 mm 

Loosen the lower screw to adjust the angle of the main unit as needed

Hold to continuously  rise/Tap to rise 0.3mm

The electric bracket i s connected with the bottom plate by  vertical pole

Hold to continuously descend/Tap to descend 0.3 mm 

Hold to continuously rise/Tap to rise 0.3mm

Lay down the L-shaped ranging rod

Note: 

For products sold in non-Mainland China regions, when consumers apply for 
warranty service from Hingin Technology, if the products cannot be sent back to 
Hingin Technology for warranty service due to the laws and regulations, safety 
regulations, tariffs, maintenance technology and parts inventory of various 
countries and regions, sales in some countries and regions, Hixing Technology can 
only provide limited warranty service. Therefore, consumers in non-Mainland China 
regions, regardless of whether they are covered by the warranty, need to seek 
warranty service at the store authorized by the original country of purchase, and 
will be charged for inspection and manual processing. If the recipient’s country 
has additional tariffs, it will be borne by consumers; consumers who directly apply 
for warranty service from Hingin Technology will be handled in a similar manner.
Dealers may sell Hingin Technology products they distribute to consumers in 
non-Mainland China areas. If they provide value-added services that are different 
from this warranty, the service is only valid for the area sold by the distributor. It is 
irrelevant to this warranty service.

Processing quality is highly related to user operation, processing material and 
processing environment, and is not covered by the warranty.


